We explore an optical network architecture which e m p l o ys dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology and passive W aveguide Grating Routers (WGRs) to establish a virtual topology based on lightpath communication. We examine the motivation and the technical challenges involved in this approach, propose and examine the characteristics of a network design algorithm, and provide some illustrative performance results.
Network Architecture
A w avelength-routed, optical network employs all-optical channels (lightpaths) on multiple wavelengths to establish a rearrangeable transport layer (virtual topology) 1 3, 7 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 9 , 2 1 ]. A lightpath may span multiple ber-links, and may need to be optically routed at an intermediate node without undergoing electronic conversion. For example, in Fig. 1 , an A!D optical lightpath may be established connecting nodes A and D, while simultaneously coexisting with another lightpath B!E. Since both lightpaths traverse common ber links BC and BD, the lightpaths must necessarily be operated on di erent w avelengths 2 .
A routing node in this wavelength-routed network architecture ( Fig. 2) consists of an optical component f o r wavelength routing of all-optical lightpaths, and an electronic component for origination and termination of lightpaths, viz., electronic add-drop multiplexing, and for electronic switching (tra c forwarding) between lightpaths 3, 1 1 , 1 2 , 19, 21] .
We employ a W aveguide Grating Router (WGR) 9] as a passive w avelength router in the optical subcomponent of the routing node (see Fig. 2 ). This WGR-based network architecture has a numb e r o f a d v antages such as easy fabrication and commercial availability o f t h e W GR, complete passivity of optical components in the network with active components (switching functionality) relegated to the edges of the network (end nodes). Based on these and other advantages (discussed in more detail in Section 3), a WGR-based network architecture has strong potential for future Metropolitan and Wide Area Networks (MANs and WANs) (as evidenced by excitement at the recentlyconcluded Optical Fiber Communication (OFC) conference 20] ).
An M M WGR (Fig. 1b) provides complete connectivity b e t ween every input and output port, by passively routing M 2 optical connections on M wavelengths, e.g., in Fig. 1b , input port 2 is connected to output port 3 on wavelength 2 . A W GR has a xed cyclical-permutation-based routing matrix (interconnection pattern) between its input and output ports, e.g., wavelength k on input port i is always routed to the same wavelength on output port (i + k) modulo M 8i k 2 0 M ).
The physical topology of the network that we are considering here is a mesh-connected 3 ber plant with WGRbased routing nodes. Unidirectional ber links connect the routing nodes, i.e., a ber connects an output port of a node's WGR to an input port of an adjacent n o d e s ' W GR. Selection of the above output and input ports to establish a ber link to connect adjacent nodes is an extremely important part of the network design process. Depending on these port assignments of the di erent ber links, and depending on the routes selected by the lightpath routing algorithm to route each lightpath, the wavelength assigned to each lightpath is also automatically established, e.g., in Fig. 1 , a lightpath from node B (or upstream) to node D (or further downstream) via node C can only be established on wavelength 2 (since node B is connected to node C's input port I 2 while node D is connected to node C's output port O 3 ). The lightpath would have been established on wavelength 1 if node B was connected by b e r t o i n p u t port I 3 of node C.
We employ W GRs of the same uniform size at all nodes in the network. If we use an M M WGR in a routing node, and a particular node is connected to only neighbouring nodes through physical bers, then (M ; ) ports of the WGR at that particular node are free, and they may be used as access ports to originate and terminate lightpaths. Each input access port is connected to an M-wavelength optical laser array, while each output port is connected to an M-wavelength receiver array. The laser array or the receiver array has an electronic interface which interfaces with an electronic switch (shown as an ATM switch in Fig. 2 ). The proposed architecture is completely passive, with active c o m p o n e n ts present only at the periphery of the network. This generates a highly fault-tolerant architecture.
We provide recon guration capabilities in the network, by i n troducing mechanical crossbar switches at the input and the output ports of the WGR. Each crossbar switch m a y be used to connect an incoming (outgoing) ber to any of the input (output) ports of the WGR this provides the network the ability to rearrange its virtual topology in order to adapt to changing tra c demands, by adjusting the ber-to-port interconnection patterns. We assume that adjacent nodes are connected by ber bundles (the justi cation is provided in Section 3), and utilize this feature in the design of the network.
We propose an algorithm for lightpath establishment in this optical network, which attempts to maximize the number of single-hop connections 4 that may be established in the network by appropriately adjusting the crossbar switches (introduced in the previous paragraph) for a given physical network topology. I t i s s h o wn that a dense virtual topology may be established, which consequently minimizes the numb e r o f l i g h tpaths (electronic hops) a packet has to traverse to travel from a source node to a destination node. The architecture is shown to scale well with increasing number ofnodes. We believe that this is an attractive architecture for interconnecting Central O ces (COs) in future telecommunications networks.
Section 2 discusses enabling technologies and corresponding previous work on network designs and analysis based on WGRs. The knowledgeable reader may skip Section 2. Section 3 provides the motivation for this research, examines some of the technical challenges present in the design of mesh-connected, WGR-based networks, and illustrates an example of a simple network employing WGRs as passive optical routers. The complete network design problem is formulated in Section 4. We employ a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem and provide numerical results to demonstrate the performance of some representative n e t works in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses areas of future work.
Enabling Technologies and Previous Work

Waveguide Grating Router (WGR)
A W GR is a passive, static, wavelength-routing device, that has received considerable attention in the literature 9, 20] . The WGR consists of two passive star couplers connected by w aveguides ( bers) of appropriate lengths (see Fig. 3 waveguides. The signal travels through the waveguides experiencing a di erent phase shift in each w aveguide (l i ) which depends on the length of the waveguides and the wavelength of the signal. At the input of the second star coupler, the phase di erence in the signal will be such that the signal will constructively recombine only at a single output port. Two signals of the same wavelength arriving from two di erent input ports will not interfere with each other in the connecting waveguides because there is an additional phase di erence created by the distance between the two input ports. The two signals will be combined in the waveguides, but will be separated out again in the second star coupler and directed to di erent output ports.
A W GR is periodic with wavelength i.e., corresponding wavelengths in each period follow the same routing pattern. The wavelength span of one period is called the Free Spectral Range (FSR).
A 1 5 15 WGR has been demonstrated on InP with an FSR of 10.5 nm and channel spacing of 0.7 nm in the 1550 nm region. The on-chip insertion loss is 2-4 dB, and the measured crosstalk is less than 18 dB, with the residual crosstalk less than 25 dB 9]. 
Laser Arrays
Previous Work
WGRs have been used in the design of access networks 13, 15, 25] . One such architecture uses a 1 N router to connect a headend node to N downstream nodes 15]. The headend node uses a low cost Light Emitting Diode (LED) to broadcast downstream information to each o f t h e N nodes. Upstream tra c from each of the N nodes is transmitted using an LED and is spectrally spliced on di erent w avelengths at the WGR. This architecture allows a low cost initial deployment, and may be upgraded to higher capacities later by using multiwavelength lasers instead of LEDs.
WGRs have also been used as Level-1 network nodes in the All-Optical Network (AON) architecture 12]. The network consists of a collection of star-based Level-0 networks, each o f w h i c h i n terconnects a number of optical host terminals, and which p r o vides a network interface for users in this network. Several Level-0 networks are connected by a W GR in order to form a MAN. The network supports packet-switched, and circuit-switched applications, with data rates up to 2.488 Gbps 12, 1 7 ] .
Routing and wavelength assignment ( R WA) of lightpaths in an optical network, using the idea of latin squares, has been studied 6]. The proposed algorithm tries to maximize the number of established connections in the network.The design and implementation of large latin routers 5 and multistage interconnection networks based on periodic latin 5 A latin router is similar to a WGR, in that an M M latin router allows M 2 connetions to be established using M wavelengths. routers has also been studied 5].
3 Motivation, Challenges, and an Illustrative Example
Motivation
A n umb e r o f s t u d i e s h a ve been conducted on WDM network design using the Wavelength Routing Switch (WRS) as a routing element in a mesh-connected network 1, 3 , 7 , 2 1 , 2 4 ]. A WRS can independently route any w avelength from a given input port to any output port. The optical routing component of the WRS demultiplexes the signals in each input ber, and routes each signal independently via an array of space division optical switches (each routing a separate wavelength and each operated under electronic control), before multiplexing the signals back o n to an output ber (see Fig. 4 for an implementation of a WRS for the RACE project 11]). However, the WRS contains active devices, e.g., the optical space-division switches in Fig. 4 as a result, it may be subject to component failures. On the contrary, t h e W GR is a purely passive device and is consequently more fault-tolerant.
The component crosstalk in a WRS is high relative t o t h a t i n a W GR, and hence adjacent w avelengths supported in a WRS-based network need to be widely spaced apart. However, it is possible to achieve 0.1 nm wavelength spacing, with interchannel crosstalk less than 25 dB, in a WGR 14]. This allows a larger number of wavelengths to be supported in a WGR-based network 6 .
A W GR-based nodal architecture provides a clean upgrade path with evolving technology, because the periodicity property o f a W GR 4] allows new wavelengths to be routed transparently through the network, e.g., to increase the network capacity b e t ween node B and node D in Fig. 1 , we c a n u s e a l i g h tpath operating on a wavelength corresponding to 2 in a di erent spectral period. Thus, the capacity of the entire network can be upgraded by adding extra transceivers at the access nodes, and by employing the self-routing property of the architecture to route new lightpaths, without having to upgrade any of the intermediate network routing nodes.
Technical Challenges
I n a W GR, there is a single wavelength which is optically routed from any g i v en input port to any output port.
Thus, in Fig. 1 , the two l i g h tpaths A ! E and B ! D cannot be simultaneously established via node C, because this would require two l i g h tpaths to be routed from input port B ; C to output port C ; D. (No such restriction, however, is encountered in a WRS-based network.)
To circumvent this problem, we employ m ultiple bers (i.e., ber bundles) to connect adjacent n o d e s 7 . T h us, if we use three bers to connect nodes B and C, and two bers to connect nodes C and D, then we can have 3 2 = 6 optical lightpaths which m a y be established from node B (or upstream) via node C to node D (or further downstream).
However, the routing pattern in a latin router need not follow the cyclical-permutation property, a n d t h us they are less constraining devices than WGRs. 6 Central O ces in a telecom network are typically connected by short stretches of ber, in which the nonlinear e ects of signal propagation may not be signi cant, thus allowing a large numberof wavelengths to be supported in both the transmission as well as the routing subsystems. 7 This is a reasonable assumption, since ber is usually laid out in bundles.
Determining the minimum number of bers (henceforth referred to as ber-multiplicity or simply multiplicity f o r short) needed to interconnect adjacent nodes in the physical topology, in order to maximize the establishment o f a particular set of lightpaths, is conjectured to be a challenging problem. Due to the fact that the optical component i n a W GR-based network is completely passive, i.e., devoid of any switching functionality, the routing of a lightpath in a WGR-based network is completely xed. The only degree of freedom available to the network designer is rearrangeability of the port assignment of bers (viz. in the crossbar switches on the input and the output sides of each W GR), so as to achieve a desired connectivity pattern. Because we employ switching at the ber level, a number of lightpaths may be a ected by a ber switch. This implies that any algorithm which tries to establish a particular lightpath by making the appropriate port assignments may delete existing lightpaths or create other super uous lightpaths. Therefore, any network design algorithm needs to consider the entire set of lightpaths, as opposed to routing them individually. T h i s m a k es it di cult to use deterministic RWA algorithms for virtual topology design in WGR-based networks.
Illustrative Example
Let us consider a simple example rst. Fig. 5a shows a network with three nodes that are connected to one another in a physical bidirectional ring. Each node is equipped with a three-wavelength laser array and a three-wavelength receiver array. The actual port connections of two possible network con gurtions are shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. The only di erence between Figs. 5b and 5c is that the port assignments of the two output bers at node A have b e e n swapped.
Let us consider Fig. 5a . The lightpath on wavelength 2 from node A is incident o n i n p u t p o r t I 3 of the WGR at node A, and emerges from output port O 2 of the WGR. Because of the ber interconnection pattern, it is incident o n input port I 2 of node B, and is nally received by the receiver array a t p o r t O 1 of node B. Thus, node A is connected to node B via a lightpath operated on wavelength 2 .
If we trace other connections from node A, we observe that the lightpath on 1 terminates at node A itself, while the lightpath on 0 terminates at node C. Node B has connections to node C on 2 , and to node A on 0 . Node C has connections to node A on 2 , and to node B on 0 . The remaining entries in the di erent W GRs which are not part of any lightpath (entries marked by a \X" in Fig. 5b ) form optical cycles 8 . T o summarize, the connections established are AA, AB, AC, BA, BB, BC, CA, CB, and CC, where AB denotes a lightpath from node A to node B. In particular con gurations of the network, there may b e m ultiple connections established between any source-destination pair. Connections from a node to itself (e.g., AA, BB, and CC) are super uous connections, but some of them may not be avoidable in this architecture.
If we consider Fig. 5c (which is the same as Fig. 5b , except that node A's output ports, i.e., connections to nodes B and C, are swapped), the lightpath on 2 emerging from node A is routed to node C rst, then to node B, then back to node A, before it nally terminates at node B (the path is marked by circles in Fig. 5c ). Similarly the lightpath on 0 from node A takes a long convoluted route before it nally terminates at node C. We w ould like to avoid such long convoluted lightpaths in our virtual topology. This example also demonstrates how a single port switch can a ect the routes of many lightpaths. Hence, in this architecture, it is not possible to establish connections individually without considering the impact this may h a ve on other connections.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally de ne the problem of routing and wavelength assignment of lightpaths in a WGR-based network. Fig. 6 provides a pictorial description of the di erent v ariables used in the formulation. 
Variables:
Each lightpath in the system is characterized by t h e v alue of its originating node, i.e., any v ariable denoting a lightpath will be assigned a value from 1 to N based on the originating n o d e o f t h a t lightpath. 
Explanation of Equations:
Equations (1) specify the cyclic-permutation relation between an input port and an output port of a WGR. Equations (2)-(3) ensure the crossbar property 9 . Equations (4) ensure that the signals at an input port of a WGR are the same as the signals owing to it from an upstream node through the ber to which i t m a y be connected via di erent con gurations of the input crossbar switch. Equations (5) are the corresponding equations for lightpath continuity in the output bers, for each node in the topology. E a c h component of equations (6) assigns the value of a lightpath emerging from input port a of node s, t o b e t h e v alue s.
Equations (7) translate the signals terminating at an access ber of a node to the lightpaths set up in the system, i.e., for a particular instantiation of the I m a x and O m y b variables, the variables F mb na L R I m x L R O m y are all assigned values from 1 to N, because of the lightpath instantiations in equations (6) . This forces the variables F db LO to be assigned values from 1 to N depending on the origin of the corresponding lightpath. If a variable F db LO gets the value s, it implies that a lightpath has been established from source node s to destination node d, i.e., V sd = 1 . T h us, equations (7) are used to instantiate the V sd variables.
Our objective function is to maximize the number of desired lightpaths that we can set up in the network.
5 Design Algorithm and Numerical Examples
Algorithm
The nonlinear nature of the above formulation (Section 4) makes it a di cult problem to solve. The state-space of solutions to this problem correspond to the di erent w ays in which the I m a x and O m y b may b e i n s t a n tiated, leading to di erent sets of lightpaths which are set up. There are M 2 prime variables for each input crossbar switch, and M 2 prime variables for each output crossbar switch, leading to a total of 2NM 2 prime variables which need to be instantiated. Each crossbar switch can be con gured in M! w ays thus, the solution space consists of (M!) 2N solution points 10 .
Moreover, routing and wavelength assignment of lightpaths in this architecture is hard to solve using traditional algorithms outlined in 3, 6] . Traditional routing algorithms based on the WRS exploit the fact that each w avelength may be routed independently of any other wavelength in a WRS. This cannot be achieved in the WGR, which has a xed routing con guration. In a WGR-based network, routing decisions made at a local node may h a ve signi cant impact on other parts of the network (as evident in the \port-swap" used in the simple example of Section 3.3).
Therefore, we employ a heuristic algorithm based on the local-search paradigm to maximize the number of single-hop connections which can be set up, for a given physical topology, and for a given router size. Local search algorithms examine small changes to a complete assignment o f v ariables in a constraint problem and select one of the changes which improves the number of satis ed constraints the most 18, 2 2 ]. This procedure is sometimes referred to as gradient ascent or hill-climbing. Since complete search of all virtual topologies appears to be costly, local search is an attractive alternative. The fundamental operation in the local search heuristic is a port ; switch, which s w aps the bers connecting to two input output] ports for a randomly-chosen WGR (by recon guring the input output] crossbar switch), thus changing the lightpaths established in the network. At e a c h iteration of the local search algorithm, we select the swap which increases the number of satis ed lightpath requests by the maximum amount if there are several such maximizing swaps, we c hoose any one among them at random.
We present the Local-Search Optical Network Con guration Algorithm (LONCA) in Fig. 7 . The algorithm employs a random initial con guration in which the port assignments at a node for all incoming and outgoing bers 10 A tighter bound on the number of solution points is is arbitrary. A t each iteration, the algorithm performs all possible row s w aps and column swaps, before selecting the best possible swap. The algorithm terminates after a xed number of iterations (denote by MaxSwaps in the algorithm).
Numerical Examples
We ran simulation experiments on biconnected, degree-bounded physical topologies of di erent sizes, interconnected using bidirectional ber 11 , using WGRs of two di erent sizes 12 . The physical nodal degree 13 of each n o d e w as uniformly distributed between 2 and 7. All input ports not connected to bers were connected to laser arrays for originating lightpaths, while all free output ports were connected to receiver arrays for terminating lightpaths. Table 1 provides statistics on the maximum number of single-hop connections that may be set up for physical network topologies of di erent sizes. This study and its results might be desirable if the required virtual topology is not known apriori thus, the objective is to maximize the number of single-hop connections assuming an all-to-all tra c, i.e., T sd = 1 8s d 2 1 N ] s 6 = d. I f i is the number of neighbours (i.e., degree) for a particular node, then the number of access ports is M ; i and since each access port is attached to M wavelengths, the total number of originating (as well as terminating) lightpaths is M(M; i ). Of course, there may exist multiple lightpaths connecting a source-destination pair. In general, the higher the number of multiple lightpaths between any source-destination pair, the fewer is the number of distinct node-pairs that may be connected by a lightpath. Thus, we w ould like t o minimize such m ultiple lightpaths in order to maximize the numb e r o f n e i g h bours in the virtual topology that a particular source is connected to. This objective function also minimizes the average hop distance 14 in the network.
We conducted our experiments on 500 random, physical network topologies for a given network size with uniformly-distributed nodal degree between 2 and 7. Then we repeated these experiments for network sizes between 50 and 100 nodes. Results in Table 1 demonstrate that this architecture is scalable 15 and the maximum number of lightpaths in the network grows linearly with the number of nodes in the network.
For a given network size, Table 1 provides the mean number of total connections achievable in the network. The results are averaged over 500 topologies which w ere randomly generated. A WGR size of 8 8 w as used with a ber multiplicity of 1 (since the higher nodal degree is 7, this implies that every node has at least one port for access lightpaths). Similarly, the second set of experiments used a WGR of 15 15 , with a ber multiplicity o f 2 ( t h i s choice of parameters also ensures that there is at least one access port per node). The standard deviation of the metric is low this implies that the total number of lightpaths established in \most" physical network topologies is approximately the same. The Min-Max values provides the spread on the number of connections established amongst all of the 500 topologies. Since the virtual topology appears to be very densely connected, we ran experiments in 11 That is, if there is a unidirectional ber link from node m to node n, then there exists another unidirectional ber link from node n to node m also. 12 We c hose the WGR size to be 8 8 and 15 15, based on reports in the literature on practical WGRs that have been built 9]. 13 A node's out-degree is the number of ber links starting at this node, while its in-degree is the number of ber links nishing at it. When all ber links are bidirectional, a node's out-degree and in-degree are equal and are referred to as the nodal degree.
14 The average hop distance in a network is de ned as the average number of lightpaths a packet traverses in order to travel from an arbitrary source to an arbitrary destination. 15 As the network grows in size in the number of nodes, the performance of this architecture does not degrade.
order to determine how many nodes could be reached in one or two lightpaths (electronic hops). The results are tabulated in Table 2 . The results indicate that nearly 99% of the nodes can be reached in one or two lightpaths, for a 100-node network employing a WGR of size 15 15 , and a ber multiplicity o f 2 . Table 3 demonstrates the blocking probability for lightpath establishment. A randomly-generated set of lightpath requests from among all source-destination pairs was presented as input to the LONCA algorithm. The algorithm iterated over all possible network states to generate the con guration with the highest number of established connections. Results were tabulated for ve p h ysical network topologies, with the number of requested lightpaths ranging from 100 to 500 in steps of 50. The blocking probability is high for a router size of 8 8, but decreases signi cantly when a multiplicity o f t wo is used along with a router size of 15 15.
In a \good" virtual topology, lightpaths tend to follow the shortest path from the source node to the destination node over the physical topology, in order to occupy p h ysical channel capacity o ver the minimum number of ber links. RWA algorithms for lightpath establishment attempt to ensure this property. Since LONCA is a heuristicbased randomized algorithm operating over a set of lightpaths instead of a single lightpath, the algorithm does not speci cally ensure this property. H o wever, we analyzed the obtained lightpaths in order to calculate the lengths (in terms of ber links traversed) of these lightpaths in relation to their shortest-hop-distance length. On average, 70% of the lightpaths established in the network were found to follow shortest path routing, and approximately 95% of the lightpaths could be established using less than four extra ber links relative to their shortest path distances. However, there may exist an occasional convoluted lightpath which m a y traverse a large number of ber links. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of lightpath lengths relative to their shortest path lengths for ten random network topologise, each with 50 nodes. Similar results were obtained for networks of larger sizes they are not shown here to conserve space. Although, we expectes the plots in Fig. 8 to be monotonically decreasing functions, the results appear to be otherwise. At this point, we d o n o t h a ve a clear explanation for this phenomenon.
Conclusion
We explored an architecture for the design of passive, optical, wavelength-routed networks employing WGRs as network routing elements. The architecture is highly fault-tolerant with switching functionality relegated to the periphery of the network. Moreover, the architecture was shown to scale well with the number of nodes in the network. The periodicity property of the WGR also ensures that the network is upgradable to accommodate increasing number of wavelengths.
There are a number of open problems that need to be studied further for this architecture. The use of wavelength conversion at routing nodes in the network is expected to reduce the complexity o f l i g h tpath establishment i n t h e network, but it may reduce the fault-tolerance gained from the complete passivity of this architecture. Moreover, studies of heterogeneous architectures employing both WGRs and WRSs may l e a d t o a r c hitectures which are more robust as well as exible, i.e., they allow routing decisions for the establishment of a lightpath to be made independent of other lightpaths. To summarize, we believe that the use of WGRs in the design of an optical network opens up rich possibilities that need to be further explored. 
